Diagnosing different retinal diseases from Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography (SD-OCT) images is a challenging task. Different automated approaches such as image processing, machine learning and deep learning algorithms have been used for early detection and diagnosis of retinal diseases. Unfortunately, these are prone to error and computational inefficiency, which requires further intervention from human experts. In this paper, we propose a novel convolution neural network architecture to successfully distinguish between different degeneration of retinal layers and their underlying causes. The proposed novel architecture outperforms other classification models while addressing the issue of gradient explosion. Our approach reaches near perfect accuracy of 99.8% and 100% for two separately available Retinal SD-OCT data-set respectively. Additionally, our architecture predicts retinal diseases in real time while outperforming human diagnosticians.
I. INTRODUCTION
Diabetes is a major health concern which affects up to 7.2% of the population world-wide and the numbers could soon rise up to 600 million by the year 2040 [1] , [2] . With its prevalence, one third of every diabetic patient develops Diabetic Retinopathy (DR). [3] This is a major cause for vision loss and affects nearly 2.8 % of the population [4] . Despite having effective vision tests for DR screening and early treatment in developed countries, avoiding erroneous results has always been a challenge for diagnosticians. On the other hand, DR has been often mistreated in many developing and poorer economies, where access to trained ophthalmologist and eye-care machineries may be insufficient. So it's quite imminent to have an automated system which will help diagnose Diabetic Retinopathy and other related Retinal diseases with high precision and speed. This paper proposes a novel architecture based on convolutional neural network which can identify Diabetic Retionpathy, while being able to categorize multiple retinal diseases with near perfect accuracy.
In ophthalmology a technique called Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography (SD-OCT) is used for viewing the morphology of the retinal layers [5] . Moreover, depthresolved tissue formation data encoded in the magnitude and Code Repository: https://github.com/SharifAmit/OCT Classification delay of the back-scattered light by spectral analysis is also used to treat this diseases [6] . Though the image is retrieved through this process, the differential diagnosis is conducted by an ophthalmologist. Consequently, there will always be room for human error while performing the differential. Hence, an expert system is required to clearly distinguish between different retinal diseases with fewer mistakes.
One of the major reasons for misclassificaion is due to the stark similarity between Diabetic Retinopathy and other retinal diseases. They can be grouped by three major categories, i) Diabetic Macular Edema (DME) and Age-related degeneration of retinal layers (AMD), ii) Drusen, a condition where lipid or protein build-up occurs in the retinal layer and iii) Choroidal Neovascularization (CNV), a growth of new blood vessels in sub-retinal space. Diabetic Retinopathy and Age-related Macular Degeneration are the most likely cause of retinal diseases worldwide [7] . While Drusen acts as an underlying cause that can trigger DR or AMD in a prolonged timeframe. On the other hand, Choroidal Neovascularization is an advanced stage of age-related macular degeneration that affects about 200,000 people worldwide every year [8] , [9] .
Despite a decade of improvements to existing algorithms, identification of retinal diseases still produces erroneous results and requires expert intervention. To address this problem, we propose a novel architecture which not only identifies retinal diseases in real-time but also performs better than human experts for specific tasks. In the following sections, we elaborate our principal contributions and also provide a comparative analysis of different approaches.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW A. Traditional Image Analysis
The earliest approach to detect and classify retinal diseases from images included multiple image processing techniques followed by feature extraction and classification [11] . One such automated technique included finding abnormalities such as micro-aneurysms, haemorrhages, exudate and cotton woolspot from Retinal Fundus images [12] . This approach uses a noise reduction algorithm and blurring to branch out the fourclass problem to two cases of a two-class problem. From there on, background subtraction followed by shape estimation to extract important features is used. Finally, those features were Atrous
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Atrous Convolution (C 2 ) and Atrous Separable Convolution (C 3 ) Branched [12] approach incorporating Mahalanobis classifier detected microaneurysms, haemorrhages, exudates, and cottonwool spots with a sensitivity of 69, 83, 99, and 80%, respectively. It's quite evident that each of these techniques shown slight improvements, but in terms of precision it didn't achieve desired results.
B. Segmentation based approaches
The most notable way to identify a patient having Diabetic Macular Edema is the enlargement of macular density in retinal layer [6] , [15] . Many approaches have been proposed and implemented that involves segmentation of retinal layers. Further identification of likely causes are also performed for build-up of liquids in the sub-retinal space [16] - [18] . In [19] , [20] , the authors proposed the idea of segmenting the intraretinal layers in ten parts and then extracted the texture and depth information from each layer. Subsequently, any aberrant retinal features are detected by classifying the dissimilarity between healthy retinas and the diseased ones. Niemeijer et al. [16] introduced a technique for 3D segmentation of regions containing fluid in OCT images using a graph-based implementation. A graph-cut algorithm is applied to get the final predictions from the information initially retrieved from layer-based segmentation of fluid regions. Even though implementation based on a previous segmentation of retinal layers have reported high scoring prediction results, the initial step is reportedly troublesome and erroneous [21] , [22] . As reported in [23] , retinal thickness measurements obtained by different systems has stark dissimilarity. Therefore, it is not quite effective to compare between different retinal depth information retrieved by separate machines. Enforcing the fact that segmentation based approaches weren't effective as a universal retinal disease recognition system.
C. Machine Learning and Deep Learning techniques
Lately, a combination of machine learning and deep learning architectures has become a go to, for achieving state-of-theart accuracy for recognizing various retinal diseases [ [25] . Although this techniques exploit automatic feature learning from large array of images, the architecture itself isn't efficient in terms of speed and memory usage. On the contrary, transfer learning methods depend on weeks of training on millions of images and are not idle for finding stark differences between Retinal diseases. To help alleviate from all of these challenges an architecture is necessary which is specially catered for identifying retinal deceases with high precision, speed, and low memory usage.
D. Our Contributions
In this work, we propose a novel convolutional neural network which specializes in identifying retinal diseases with near perfect precision. Moreover, through this architecture we are proposing (a) a new residual unit subsuming Atrous Separable Convolution, (b) a novel building block and (c) a mechanism to prevent gradient degradation. The proposed network outperforms other architectures with respect to the number of parameters, accuracy, and memory size. Our proposed architecture is trained from scratch and bench-marked on two publicly available data-sets: OCT2017 [10] , Srini-vasan2014 [5] data-sets. Because, the model requires less parameters to train, it reduces the training and deployment time of the model by many folds. We believe with the deployment of this model, the rapid identification and treatment can be carried out with near perfect certainty. Additionally, it will aid the ophthalmologist to get a second expert opinion for their differential diagnosis. Fig. 1(a) we delineate how the proposed Residual Learning Unit improves feature learning capabilities while discussing the techniques we adopt to reduce computational complexity for such performance enhancement. While, Fig. 1(b) depicts the proposed mechanism to handle gradient degradation, Fig. 1 (c) narrates the entire CNN architecture. We discuss the constituent segments of our CNN architecture, called Optic-Net, over the following subsections.
A. Proposed Residual Learning Mechanism
Historically, Residual Units [28] , [29] used in Deep Residual Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), process the incoming input through three convolution operations while adding the incoming input with the processed output. These three convolutional operations are (1×1), (3×3) and (1×1) convolutions. Therefore, replacing the (3×3) convolution in the middle with other types of convolutional operations can potentially change the learning behaviour, computational complexity and eventually prediction performance.
We experimented with different convolution operations as replacement for this (3×3) convolution in the middle and observed which choice contributes the most to reduce number of parameters, ergo computational complexity -as depicted in Table I . Furthermore, in Table I , we use a depletion factor for parameters -denoted as Φ p -which is a ratio of number of parameters in the replaced convolution and regular convolution expressed in percent. The first four rows of Table I indicates that using Atrous Separable Convolution is the most computationally effective method. In the proposed architecture, we replace the middle (3×3) convolution operation with two different operations running in parallel as detailed in Fig. 1(a) . Whereas, a conventional residual unit uses D [i] number of channels for the middle convolution, we use 1 2 D [i] number of channels for each of the newly replaced operations to prevent surge in parameter. In the proposed branching operation we use a (2×2) Atrous convolution (C 2 ) with dilation rate, r = 2 to get a (3×3) receptive field in the left branch while in the right branch we use a (2×2) Atrous separable convolution (C 3 ) with dilation rate, r = 2 to get a (3×3) receptive field. Sequentially, the results are then added together. Atrous Convolutions are efficient for enhancing receptive field while constraining computations, yet they propagate signals through spatial and depth channels simultaneously. However, separable convolutions [30] disentangles the spatial and depth-wise feature maps separately, which enforces the input-output mapping to be different. We hypothesize that adding two such kernels that learns with different cascade of feature propagation, shall help trigger more abstract and subtle features. Table I confirms that adopting this strategy still reduces the computational complexity by a reasonable margin, while improving inference accuracy by 3.21% compared to using only Atrous Separable Convolutions. Equation (1) further clarifies how input signals X l travel through the proposed residual unit shown in Fig. 1(a) , where refers to convolution operation.
B. Proposed Building Block and Signal Propagation
In this section we discuss the proposed building block as a constituent part of Optic-Net. As shown in Fig. 1(b) we split the input signal (X l ) into two branches -(1) Stack of Residual Units, (2) Signal Exhaustion. Later in this section we explain how we connect these two branches to propagate signals further in the network.
1) Stack of Residual Units: In order to initiate a novel learning chain for propagating signals through stacking several of the proposed residual units linearly, we suggest to combine global residual effects enhanced by pre-activation residual units [29] and our proposed set of convolution operations ( Fig. 1(a) ). As shown in (1),F (X l , W l ) denotes all the proposed set of convolution operations inside a residual unit for input X l . We sequentially stack these residual units N times over X l which is input to our proposed building block, as narrated in Fig. 1(b) . Equation (2) illustrates the state of output signal denoted by X l+N which is processed through a stack of residual units of length N . For the sake of further demonstration we denote X l+N as α(X l ).
2) Signal Exhaustion: In the proposed building block, we propagate the input signal X l through an Max-pooling layer to achieve spatial down-sampling which we then up-sample through Bi-linear interpolation. Since the down-sampling module only forwards the strongest activations, the interpolated reconstruction makes a dense spatial volume from the down-sampled representation -intrinsically exhausting the incoming signal X l . As detailed in Fig. 1(b) , we sequentially pass the exhausted signal space through sigmoid activation, σ(X l ) = 1/(1 + e −X l ). Recent research [31] has shown how auto-encoding with residual skip connections [P encoder (input|code) → P decoder (code|input) + input] improve attention oriented classification performance. However unlike auto-encoders, max-pooling and Bi-linear interpolation functions are not CNN layers that can be learned. In Optic-Net, we capacitate the CNN to activate spikes from a exhausted signal space because we use it as a mechanism to avert gradient degradation. For the sake of further demonstration we denote the exhausted signal activation module, σ(X l ) as β(X l ).
3) Signal Propagation: As shown if Fig. 1(b) , we process the residual signal, α(X l ) and exhausted signal, β(X l ) following (3) and we denote the output signal propagated from the proposed building block as τ (X l ). Our hypothesis behind such design is that, whenever one of the branch falls prey to gradient degradation from a mini-batch the other branch manages to propagate signals unaffected by the mini-batch with amplified absolute gradient. To validate our hypothesis (3) shows that, τ (X l ) ≈ α(X l ), ∀β(X l ) ≈ 0 and τ (X l ) ≈ β(X l ), ∀α(X l ) ≈ 0 illustrating how the unaffected branch survives the degradation in the affected branch. However, when none of the branch gets affected by gradient amplification the multiplication (α(X l ) × β(X l )) balances out the increase in signal propagation due to both branch's addition. Equation (4) delineates the gradient of building block output τ (X l ) with 
respect to building block input X l calculated during backpropagation for optimization. Fig. 1(c) portrays the entire CNN architecture with all the building blocks and constituent components joined together. First, the input batch (224×224×3) is propagated through a 7×7 Conv with stride 2 that follows batch-normalization and ReLU activation. Then we propagate the signals via a Residual Convolution Unit (same as the unit used in [29] ) which is then followed by our proposed building block. We propagate the signals through this [Residual Convolution Unit → Building Block] procedure for S = 4 times, as we call them stage 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Then global average pooling is applied to the signals which passes through two more Fully Connected(FC) layers for the loss function which is denoted by Δξ.
C. CNN Architecture and The Optimization Chain
In Table II , we show the number of feature maps (Layer Depth) we use for each layer in the network. The output shape of the input tensor after four consecutive stages are (112×112×256), (56×56×512), (28×28×1024) and (14×14×2048) respectively. Moreover, F C 1 ∈ R 2048×256 and F C 2 ∈ R 256×K where K = number of classes.
∂τ (X j l ) ∂X j l (5) Equation (5) represents the gradient calculated for the entire network chain distributed over stages of optimization. As (4) suggests, the term (1 + σ(X l )) -in comparison with [29] ) -works as an extra layer of protection to prevent possible gradient explosion caused by the stacked residual units by multiplying non-zero activations with the residual unit's gradients. Moreover, the term (1+X l+N ) indicates that the optimization chain still has access to signals from much earlier in the network and to prevent unwanted spikes in activations the term σ (X l ) can still mitigate gradient expansion which can potentially jeopardize learning otherwise. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Specifications of Data-sets and Pre-processing Techniques
We benchmark our model against two distinct data-sets (different scale, sample space, etc.). The first data-set aims at correctly recognizing and differentiating between four distinct retinal states provided by the OCT2017 [10] data-set. Where, the stages are normal healthy retina, Drusen, Choroidal Neovascularization (CNV) and Diabetic Macular Edema (DME). OCT2017 [10] data-set contains 84,484 images (provided as high quality TIFF format with 3 non-RGB color channels). We split them into 83,484 train-set and 1000 test-set. The second data-set -Srinivasan2014 [5] -consists of three classes and aims at classifying normal healthy specimen of retina, Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD) and Diabetic Macular Edema (DME). Srinivasan2014 [5] data-set consists of 3,231 image samples that we split into 2,916 train-set, 315 test-set. We resize images from both data-sets to 224 × 224 × 3 for both training and testing. For both the data-set we do 10-fold cross-validation on the training set and find the best models.
B. Performance Metrics
We calculated four standard metrics to evaluate our CNN model on both data-sets : Accuracy (6), Sensitivity (7), Specificity (8) and a Special Weighted Error (9) from [10] . Where N is the number of image samples and K is the number of classes. Here TP, FP, FN and TN denotes True Positive, False Positive, False Negative and True Negative respectively. We report True Positive Rate (TPR) or Sensitivity (6) and True Negative Rate (TNR) or Specificity (7) for the both the datasets [5] , [10] . For this, we calculate the TPR and TNR for Fig. 3 . Confusion matrix generated by OpticNet-71 for OCT2017 [10] dataset.
individual classes then sum all the values and then divide that by the number of classes (K).
As reported in [10] , the penalty points for incorrect categorization of a retinal disease can be arbitrary. Table III shows the penalty weight values for misidentifying a category set by [10] which is only specific to OCT2017 [10] data-set. To calculate Weighted Error (9), we apply element-wise multiplication on the confusion matrix generated by specific model (Fig. 3 represents the confusion matrix generated by OpticNet-71 on OCT2017 [10] data-set) and the weight matrix in Table III and then take an average over the number of samples. Here, the penalty weight values from Table III is denoted by W and the model's prediction (confusion matrix) is denoted by X where i,j denotes the rows and columns of the confusion matrix.
C. Training OpticNet-71 and Obtained Results
1) OCT2017 Data-set:
In Table IV , we report a comprehensive study for OCT2017 [10] data-set evaluated through testing standards such as Test Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity and Weighted Error. OpticNet-71 scores the highest Test Accuracy (99.80%) among other existing solutions, with a Sensitivity and Specificity of 99.80% and 99.93%. Furthermore, the Weighted Error is reported to be a mere 0.20% which can be visualized in Fig. 3 as our architecture misidentifies one Drusen and one DME sample as CNV. However, the penalty weight is only 1 for each of the mis-classification as we report in Table III . Sequentially, with our proposed OpticNet-71 we obtain state-of-the-art results on OCT2017 [10] data-set Fig. 4 . Test accuracy (%), CNN memory (Mega-Bytes) and model parameters (Millions) on OCT2017 [10] data-set and Srinivasan2014 [5] data-set. across all four performance metrics, while surpassing human benchmarks as mentioned in Table IV .
2) Srinivasan2014 Data-set: We benchmark OpticNet-71 against other methods in Table V while evaluating Srini-vasan2014 [5] data-set through three metrics: Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity. Among the mentioned solutions in Table  V Lee et al. [25] uses modified VGG-16, Awais et al. [34] uses VGG architecture with KNN in final layer and Karri et al. [35] uses GoogleNet while they all use weights from transfer learning on ImageNet [36] . As shown in Table V , OpticNet-71 achieves state-of-the-art result by scoring 100% Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity.
Furthermore, we train ResNet50-v1 [28] , ResNet50-v2 [29] , MobileNet-v2 [32] and Xception [33] using pre-trained weights from 3.2 million ImageNet Data-set consisting of 1000 categories [36] to compare with our achieved results (Table IV and V), while we train Optic-Net from scratch with randomly initialized weights.
D. Hyper-parameter Tuning and Performance Evaluation
The hyper-parameters while training OpticNet-47, OpticNet-63, OpticNet-71, MobileNet-v2 [32] , XceptionNet [33] , ResNet50-v2 [29] , ResNet50-v1 [28] are as follows: batch size, b = 8; epochs = 30; learning rate, α lr = 1e −4 ; step decay, γ = 1e −1 . We use adaptive learning rate and decrease it using α lr new = α lr current × γ, if validation loss doesn't lower for six consecutive epochs. Moreover, we set the lowest learning rate to α lr min = 1e −8 . Furthermore, We use Adam optimizer with default parameters of β adam 1 = 0.90 and β adam 2 = 0.99 for all training schemes. We train OCT2017 [10] data-set for 44 hours and Srinivasan2014 [5] data-set for 2 hours on a 8 GB NVIDIA GTX 1070 GPU. The learning progression however, shows how exhausting the signal propagated with residual activation learns to detect more thin edges -delving further into the Macular region to learn anomalies. While using the signal exhaustion mechanism sometimes, important features can be lost during training. Our experiments show, by using more of these building blocks we can reduce that risk of feature loss and improve overall optimization for Optic-Net 71.
Inception-v3 models under-perform compared to both pretrained models and OpticNet-71 as seen in Table IV . OpticNet-71 takes 0.03 seconds to make prediction on an OCT image -which is real time and while accomplishing state-of-theart results on OCT2017 [10] , Srinivasan2014 [5] data-set we also surpass human level prediction on OCT images as depicted in Table IV . Human experts are real diagnosticians as reported in [10] . In [10] , there are 6 diagnosticians and the highest performing one is Human Expert 5 while the lowest performing one is Human Expert 2. To validate our CNN architecture's optimization strength we also train two smaller versions of OptcNet-71 on both dataests, which are OpticNet-47 ( [N 1 N 2 N 3 N 4 ] = [2 2 2 2] ) and OpticNet-63 ( [N 1 N 2 N 3 N 4 ] = [3 3 3 3] ). In Fig. 4 we unfold how all the variants of OpticNet outperforms the pre-trained CNNs on Srinivasan2014 [5] data-set while OpticNet-71 outperforms all the pre-trained CNNs on OCT2017 [10] data-set in terms of accuracy as well as performance-memory trade-off.
E. Analysis of Proposed Residual Interpolated Block
To understand how the Residual Interpolated Block works, we visualize features by passing a test image through our CNN model. Fig. 5(a) illustrates some of the sharp signals propagated by Residual blocks while the interpolation reconstruction routine propagates a weak signal activation, yet the resulting signal space is both more sharp and fine grained compared to their Residual counterparts. Since the conv layers in the following stage activates the incoming signals first, we do not output a activated signal space from a stage.
Instead we only activate the interpolation counterpart and then multiply with the last residual block's non-activated output space while adding the raw signals with the multiplied signal as well -which we consider as output from each stage as narrated in Fig. 5(b) . Furthermore, Fig. 5 (b) portrays how element-wise addition with the element-wise multiplication between signals helps the learning propagation of OpticNet-71. Fig. 5 (b) precisely depicts why this optimization chain is particularly significant, as a zero activation can cancel out a live signal channel from the residual counterpart ( τ (X l ) = α(X l )+β(X l )×(1+α(X l )) ) while a dead signal channel can also cancel out a non-zero activation from the interpolation counterpart ( τ (X l ) = β(X l ) + α(X l ) × (1 + β(X l )) )thus preventing all signals of a stage from dying and resulting in catastrophic optimization failure due to dead weights or gradient explosion.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a novel convolutional neural network that potentially assists in demystifying abstraction from different retinal diseases and helps to identify them with human-level precision in real time. Moreover, we incorporate two novel architectural ideas to address the issue of gradient explosion and degradation. We hope to extend this work to conduct boundary segmentation of retinal layers, so that more subtle features and abnormalities can be detected autonomously with higher certainty which can be a potential tool for ophthalmologists around the world.
